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Abstract

This paper addresses the issue of modifying planners
to produce better plans in the face of uncertainty� The
traditional planning paradigm has serious �aws in the
face of a dynamic and uncertain world� As a result� in�
tegrated end�to�end mobile robotic systems must over�
come numerous obstacles to integrate planners into
a multi�tiered architecture� This paper explores the
types of problems caused by uncertainty� and proposes
several speci�c changes to be incorporated into plan�
ning systems� A proposal of future work is detailed�

Introduction
There seems to be a natural gulf between planning and
acting� Many early systems in AI and robotics focused
exclusively on the planning aspects� while other systems
focused on reactive control systems� Extensive work has
been done in each of these areas� yet end	to	end sys

tems are still uncommon� In part this is due to inherent
di�erences in the deliberative and reactive paradigms�
A common approach to bridging these paradigms uti

lizes a multi
layered control architecture�
Conceptually� all that is needed is a mediator between

the reactive control system and the deliberative plan

ning of intentional changes to the world� This mediator
layer is frequently designated as an Executor or Sched�
uler� Thus� the end	to	end system can be functionally
decomposed into three modules� Plan� Schedule� and
Act� The modular decomposition of the system often
overlooks the highly coupled nature of the deliberative
and reactive systems� This results in system degrada

tion which stems from the partitioning into a reactive
layer which deals well with the dynamic� uncertain na

ture of the environment� and a deliberative layer which
is poorly designed to work with uncertainty� By modi

fying the representation used by the planner to encom

pass some representation of uncertainty� improved per

formance should be possible�

Background

The traditional reactive systemBrooks ����� has as its
basis a stimulus�response model� Sensors feed infor

mation about the world into the system� and this trig

gers speci�c behaviors� which utilize e�ectors to change

the world� Rather than developing and maintaining a
�world
model�� behaviors are enabled by having their
conditions met by immediate sensor data� Higher level
behaviors may be triggered to inhibit lower level be

haviors� This allows the mobile agent to select which
behaviors are appropriate� and to react e�ectively in a
dynamic� uncertain world�

In contrast� the deliberative system attempts to
maintain a su�ciently complete model of the world to
allow planning and to produce sequences of actions to
meet a goalFikes� Hart� � Nilsson ������ In the clas

sical versions� this abstract model of the world assumes
both perfect knowledge and perfect operations� there is
no uncertainty and operations are atomic and instanta

neous� In this deliberative paradigm� a common metric
of plan quality is �Does this plan change the world state
from the initial conditions into the goal state� and does
it do so in the minimal number of steps��

With the introduction of uncertainty� the question
becomes �How likely is this plan to achieve the goal
state� given the uncertain nature of the world��� In
an integrated end	to	end robotic system this metric is
more appropriate� However� in many end	to	end sys

tems the goal is to use an existing planner as	is and
integrate it with an existing reactive system� Fusing
a traditional planner and a reactive system into a sin

gle mobile agent architecture has been problematicGat
�����Hormann� Meier� � Schloen �����Bonasso �
Kortenkamp ������

This paper addresses modifying the planner to in

clude notions of operator reliability and dynamic ex

ternal events� Providing the deliberative layer with
meta
data about the uncertainties of the real world
can improve the planning process� Without this meta

data the deliberative layer can produce plans which
have low probability of successful execution� Two prob

lems which result are ine�cient allocation of planner
resources into unsuccessful plans� and the inability to
choose alternative operations based on reliability� This
paper presents some design considerations for an even

tual end	to	end mobile robotic system� and outlines
the intended development�



Aspects of Uncertainty

I will focus on six di�erent aspects of uncertainty
and their impact on the traditional planning approach�
These are�

�� operators that fail by not achieving a desired state�

�� operators that fail by causing a needed condition to
become false�

�� external events that achieve a desired state�

�� external events that cause a needed condition to be

come false�

�� sensor uncertainty that indicates a necessary condi

tion which is currently true to be perceived as false�
and

�� sensor uncertainty that indicates a necessary condi

tion which is currently false to be perceived as true�

Each of these will be described� and examples pre

sented� within the context of a speci�c world model�
In keeping with long established tradition� a suitable

domain will be described� It will be designated �Pub

World�� and will consist of a corner tavern
like environ

ment in which the wait
sta� consists of mobile robots
bar�bots�� Since the proper functioning of this environ

ment is complex and requires many precise operators to
be applied� it provides numerous examples of operator
failure� In addition� the often con�icting goals of sta�
and patrons provides for a signi�cant variety of events
external to the robotic system�
The next section discusses the issues of operator reli


ability� and external events from the viewpoint of inte

grating a deliberative system into a multi
layered archi

tecture� The following section discusses speci�c changes
that can be made to a traditional planner to incorpo

rate knowledge about uncertainty� The �nal section
presents some conclusions and discusses future work�

Planner Modi�cations to Improve

Integration

The output of the deliberative layer is a plan that� when
executed� alters the world to achieve some goal� The
plan is a complete sequence of steps that must be exe

cuted� The sequence may be totally ordered or it may
be partially ordered a non
linear planner�� however to
achieve the current goal every step in the plan must
be completed� This plan is based on two assumptions�
First� when an operator is selected to achieve an action�
it will work every time provided the explicit precondi

tions hold true� Second� if necessary preconditions hold
during planning� they will also hold at execution time�
Unfortunately� neither of these assumptions is valid for
a mobile agent in an uncertain� dynamic environment�
As a result plans fail�

Plan Failure

Plan failure can be de�ned as either reaching a state in a
plan where the next operator in the sequence cannot be

applied or completing the sequence without achieving
the goal state� This can be due to either�

� some operation failing to change the world into state
needed by a subsequent operator operator failure��
or

� some dynamic change to the state of the world inval

idating a condition necessary to the goal state ex

ternal event��

The bar�bot rolls up to the wait�station to pick up a
drink order� The gripper is positioned around the
glass� and closes� The bar�bot lifts the gripper arm
to place the glass on a tray� But the glass is wet�
and the gripper slips o��

This is an example of an operator failing to achieve
a necessary condition� which results in plan failure� At
this point the system must either re
apply the operator�
or report failure and wait for a new plan�

The bar�bot is placing six glasses onto the deliv�
ery tray� To accommodate all six� each glass must
be placed precisely� However� due to slip �e�ec�
tor uncertainty� in the control arm� the �fth glass
is placed incorrectly� making it impossible to place
the sixth glass on the tray� The attempt to place
the sixth glass fails�

In this case� due to sensor�e�ector uncertainty� the op

erator succeeded in its intended e�ect 	 placing the glass
on the tray� However� it invalidated a necessary condi

tion for the subsequent operator� and as a result the
plan must be repaired�
Sensor uncertainty in this case can be considered as

though it were an operator that failed by invalidating a
required condition� In this case the action is reversible�
The o�ending glass can be repositioned and the remain

der of the plan can be executed� However� not all op

erator failures are reversible�

The bar�bot is placing the last glass of Guinness
onto the delivery tray� As the stout foams over�
the gripper slips� This causes the glass to drop to
the 	oor and shatter� Since this was the end of the
keg� the system cannot complete the drink order in
a timely manner�

In this case the action is not reversible since the glass
is destroyed� While there are other glasses� and pre

sumably an additional keg� there will be considerable
disruption to any existing plans� and� potentially� an
unhappy patron�
External events can also impact the planning process

in a dynamic environment� They can either impede
plan or they can facilitate the plan completion�

The bar�bot needs to clear and wipe down a table
after the patrons have left� The plan includes re�
moving all the dirty glassware� removing the ta�
ble setup� wiping down the surface� and resetting
the table� While the gripper arm is positioning the
wiping cloth� another patron walks by and places a



dirty glass on the table� This violates the precon�
dition of a cleared table required by the wipe down
operator�

This external event results in the need to repeat steps
in the plan� as though the corresponding operator had
failed� However� since later steps have been executed�
it is not appropriate to just �re
run� the plan� rather a
new plan is needed�

The bar�bot needs to clear and wipe down a table
after the patrons have left� The plan includes re�
moving all the dirty glassware� removing the ta�
ble setup� wiping down the surface� and resetting
the table� However� the patrons have carried their
glasses over to the dart board on their way out of
the pub� As a result� there is no need to remove the
glasses� and this step in the plan must be skipped�

Since the external event achieved the goal of remov

ing the glassware from the table� the plan must be al

tered� In addition� one of the pre
conditions for the
operator intended to remove the glasses was the pres

ence of those glasses� this operator cannot be invoked�
As a result the plan would fail�

The bar�bot needs to clear and wipe down a table
after the patrons have left� The pub has added sev�
eral new tables with glossy surfaces� After drying
the table top� the bar�bot checks for excessive sur�
face re	ection � an indicator that the surface is still
wet� The high gloss �nish is interpreted as water
on the table top� and the bar�bot dries the surface
again and again� Finally� the system errors out�
and the plan fails�

In this case� due to the dynamic nature of the envi

ronment and sensor uncertainty� a condition which was
true the dry table top� was perceived as false� causing
the operator to fail� After repeated attempts� the plan
failed� and a new plan was required�
Regardless of the cause� the deliberative layer must

be able to deal with plan failure� There are two key
issues which must be incorporated into deliberative lay

ers� operator reliability and external events�

Operator Reliability

In the real world� attempts fail� If a deliberative system
is to produce e�ective plans� it must have knowledge of
the reliability of the operators it intends to apply� One
approach suggests that after the plan is developed by
the deliberative system� the execution system con�rms
the world state before the each step is executed� Only
if the preconditions hold will the execution system im

plement the next step in the plan�
On the surface� the advantage of this approach is that

no changes need to be made to the planner� The tra

ditional planner is invoked with a starting world view�
and it passes a completed plan to the execution sys

tem� If no operator failures occur� the plan executes
normally� If one of the operators does fail� the execu

tion system reinvokes the planner� using the new world

view� It would seem that any planner can be integrated
into an uncertain world�
Unfortunately� there is nothing to prevent the system

from reaching an impasse� with the planner constantly
suggesting an operator which just as constantly fails�
Several systems address this issue by including a priori
limits to the number of unsuccessful invocations of an
operatorHaigh � Velosos �����Gat ������ Using reli

ability meta
data which is updated after each attempt�
such an operator would have a very low reliability value�
As a result� any plan which included it would have a low
probability of success� and alternate� higher probability
plans would be more likely to be developed� However� if
this failure
prone operator were the only choice� some
method similar to the maximum attempts might still
be needed�
In cases where multiple operators can achieve the

same goal current systems select a initial operator either
using context
based rulesSchreckenghost et al� �����
or an a priori selection process� However� the reliability
meta
data would support the ability to select the oper

ator most likely to succeed� This would result in plans
with higher probability of overall successWilkens et al�
������
A second di�culty lies in the concatenation of opera


tors� As the number of steps needed to complete a plan
grows� the cumulative probability of the plan succeed

ing drops� In the AI Planning Systems ���� Competi

tion some sample problems required over ��� individual
steps to complete a solutionMcDermott ������ If each
step were independent and had a reliability of ��� such
a plan would have a successful implementation rate of
only ����
A traditional planner attempts to produce an opti


mal plan� where optimal is de�ned as minimal number
of steps� However� since some operators will be more
reliable than others� a longer plan might be far prefer

able to shorter� less reliable plans� In a planner with no
concept of operator failure� there is no way to represent
this� A breadth �rst search� or satis�ability algorithm
might produce consistently shorter plans� but ones with
lower probability of success� Since a planner with oper

ator reliability information will be able to optimize the
likelihood of plan success� the mobile robotic system
will successfully complete more plans�

External Events

In the real world� things change� If a deliberative layer
is to develop successful plans� these plans must be aware
of the dynamic nature of the environment� Reactive
systems are based on the concept that a condition it
true only as long as it is being perceived� The certainty
of a condition approaches ��� while it is being sensed�
and gradually decays towards ��� as external events oc

cur� Planners assume permanence as a default� which is
unrealistic in an environment where sensors fail� sensor
data analysis can be incorrect� and independent events
can change the state of the world�
It would seem that the e�ects of the dynamic world



can be managed by the Scheduler�Execution system
and no changes need to be made to the planner� The
reactive system could automatically sense to con�rm
the preconditions of an operator before invocation� and
the scheduler could detect that the current state obvi

ates the need for a particular operatorDrabble ������
However� there are several problems with this� First�
there is no guarantee that the preconditions are per

ceivable from the location� or at the time� at which
the operator is applied� This is a direct result of the
nature of the reactive system� since it does not store
data about the state of the world� Second if external
events cause a necessary condition to become true� the
scheduler may not be capable of optimizing around op

erations which were intended to achieve that condition�
Finally� given the dynamic world in which many mobile
agents function� complex plans can be out of date by
the time they are executed� Making precise long
range
plans in a dynamic world requires sinking resources into
high
risk� low
return investments� Planners could uti

lize those computational resources more e�ectivelyIn

grand � George� ������ By attempting to use a tradi

tional planner� end	to	end systems will frequently be
planning for conditions which never occur�

Altering the Planner

The arguments above suggest that unless the planner
has meta
data about the reliability of operators� the
plans produced can be sub
optimal in terms of plan
success� and can require more processing resources than
necessary� By incorporating operator reliability infor

mation in the planner� planning can be improved� and
plan success rates increased� Clearly� the overall system
could bene�t if this meta
data is incorporated into the
deliberative system in a robotic application� This bene

�t will come at a cost in increased code size to store the
meta
data� and increased processing overhead to utilize
the meta
data� Design decisions must be made with
both costs and potential bene�ts in mind�

Modeling Uncertainty

If planners have reliability meta
data� they can plan
more e�ectively� Integrating uncertainty into a plan

ner can be accomplished by adding a reliability data
structure to each operator� which records the number
of invocations of the operator� and the number of suc

cessful executions� Upon every invocation of the oper

ator� the execution system returns a success�fail code�
This is used to update the operator meta
data� If the
planner supports compound operators e�g� �chunk

ing� in SOARLaird et al� ������ or MACOPS in
StripsFikes� Hart� � Nilsson ������ these compound
operators would have their own reliability meta
data�
which can used to track the interactions between oper

ations in a sequence�
As conditions in the environment change� the relia


bility of operators will also change� for example adding
rubber pads to gripper surfaces would increase the reli


ability of the �pick
up� operator� This dynamic updat

ing can be kept current using either exponential decay
�ltering� or Kalman Filtering� to integrate previous re

liability with more recent performance�
In this paper I propose using a single reliability value

for each operator� However� it can be di�cult to cap

ture the reliability of a particular operator in a single
value� since di�erent situations can produce signi�cant
variation in the failure rates� A robot moving down
a hallway might have a ������ reliability at �� p�m�
when the hallway is deserted� but just before lunch
the reliability would be far lower� A mechanism of
modeling temporally varying reliability has been im

plementedHaigh ����� by incorporating more complex
reliabilitymeasures� which are temporally coded� While
this supports situated reasoningGeorge� ������ it also
would increase the complexity of the meta
data� and
increase the overhead of determining reliability�

Planning for Failure

As a planning space is being explored� situations arise
where more than one operator can be used to achieve a
necessary condition�

A group of six patrons have ordered dinner� It is
possible to place all six plates onto a large tray and
deliver them to the table in one trip� An alternate
plan uses a smaller tray that is easier to maneuver
through the pub� but which will require two trips�
and considerably more time�

The inclusion of operator reliability meta
data pro

vides the deliberative system with additional tools to
select between operators� A plan can be assigned a
probability of success during the planning process� As
the plan is built out of a sequence of operators� a cu

mulative probability value can be calculated� A plan
consisting on no operators would have a success value of
���� As operators are included in the plan the probabil

ity of successful completion would drop� corresponding
to the likelihood of failure of each new step in the plan�
During operator selection� the deliberative layer can es

timate the likelihood of success of a proposed plan� and
choose between the candidate operators to optimize the
probability of plan success�
If the planning system generates partially ordered

plans� the calculation is the same� provided there is
no interaction between the operators� While the plan
representation is non
sequential� all steps in the plan
must be executed� and so the overall plan reliability
can be calculated� If there is interaction between the
operators� then the order does matter� and the problem
becomes more complex� The system must be designed
with the speci�c type of planner in mind to prevent an
unsupportable increase in planning overheadBoddy �
Dean ������
When coupled with hierarchical planningDurfee �

Lesser ������ the system can produce an abstract se

quence of plan stagesFikes� Hart� � Nilsson ������
spanning from the current perceived world state to the



desired goal state� These plan stages are abstract� and
will need to be expanded into sequences of executable
operators� However� the smaller number of plan stages
reduces the size of the abstract plan to manageable lev

elsSacerdoti ������ If these abstract plan stages also
support reliability meta
data� a complete plan can be
selected to increase the probability of overall plan suc

cess�
As each stage is elaborated into more detailed steps�

the estimate of plan success can adjusted for every op

erator in the plan� This detailed planning can be termi

nated when the estimated success of a sequence of op

erators drops below some threshold� and that portion
of the abstract plan which is fully elaborated can be
passed to the execution system� This frequently is aug

mented by the use of asynchronous planningWilkens et
al� ����� where planning continues on the deliberative
system during the execution of a plan by the reactive
system�
If an operator fails� planning resumes on the abstract

level� until a new complete abstract plan is produced��
This interleaving of planning and execution allows the
system to be more responsive on two fronts� First� the
planning task is broken up into smaller parts� reducing
the planning space and complexity� Second� given the
dynamic� uncertain nature of the real world� the planner
can adjust the plan to take advantage of external events
which move towards the goal state� and plan around
external changes which impede the plan�
The e�ectiveness of interleaved planning is controlled

in part by the choice of the mechanism for establish

ing the abstract plan stages� If the deliberative system
has knowledge about the reliability of the operators�
this knowledge can be used to delimit abstract stages
whenever the combined probability of successful plan
completion drops below a threshold� or by any other
appropriate mechanism� As a result an adaptive system
is created� which can attempt to reduce the overhead
and increase the reliability of the mobile agent�

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper I have presented arguments that planners
can bene�t from a model of uncertainty� Mobile robots
function in environments where all operators have a
possibility of failure� With knowledge of the reliability
of operators the deliberative system can produce plans
which are more likely to succeed� In addition� the cu

mulative probability of plan success can be used as an
adaptive method to interleave planning and execution�
For mobile robots in dynamic environments� delib


eration consumes scarce computational resources� In

cluding representations for both operator success and
for the impact of external events allows the delibera

tive system to minimize planning resources committed
to low probability events�

�This assumes that the failure leaves the system is a state
from which recovery is possible�

I have suggested two simple changes to traditional
planners which can be used to capture this uncertainty�
meta
data about operator reliability and aggressive use
of interleaved planning and execution� Reliabilitymeta

data can be a simple as prior probability information
and still provide signi�cant bene�ts to the delibera

tive system� This meta
data consumes little space and
can be maintained and utilized with low computational
overhead� In addition� it can provide a framework for
adaptive interleaving of planning and execution�
The next step is to incorporate these changes into an

end	to	end mobile agent application�
There are four primary areas of future work�

� formalize the representation of operator reliability�

� model the mechanism for operator success�failure up

dates�

� implement these changes in an integrated mobile
robot� and

� benchmark the resulting impact on the e�ectiveness
of the end	to	end system�

The current representation of reliability uses the prior
probability  or naive forecast� of operator success�
This is an unconditional probability� and incorporating
Bayesian posterior probabilities may provide improved
planning capabilities� So one area of future work is
investigating the potential bene�ts of a more sophisti

cated situated probability measurement�
If this system is to be adaptive to changes in the op


erator reliability� a more formal notion of the success
or failure of an operator is required� In addition� it will
be necessary to implement a mechanism to communi

cate this meta
data back to the deliberative system that
does not put a burden on the reactive system� or con

sume excessive bandwidth in the agent� It will also
be necessary to develop an updating mechanism which
consumes minimal resources�
After completing these designs� a development of a

complete end	to	end system will be undertaken using
modi�ed existing planning software and robotics plat

form�
Finally� comparisons will be made to benchmark

probabilistic planners and equivalent planners without
enhancements for uncertainty� to determine the costs
and bene�ts of including uncertainty in the planning
system�
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